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Teaching privacy: A flawed strategy for children’s online safety 
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A B S T R A C T   

Teaching young people about “privacy” has serious defects if the goal is to promote children’s 
online safety. This commentary points out some the key problems to programs and educational 
modules with this privacy orientation. Privacy is an abstract and complicated concept, whose 
norms are in flux, making it difficult to impart clear, relevant, consensus-based messages. We also 
know very little about how privacy concepts develop in childhood and at what age and in what 
sequence, making it hard to know what to teach and when. Privacy skills are not necessarily the 
most important ones for preventing most online harms, including the most serious ones, casting 
doubt on whether they should receive priority over other prevention skills. Research has also not 
clearly established connections between many privacy practices and reductions in harm. Most 
privacy messaging has not been evaluated for how well it is learned, applied and what forms of 
safety it enhances. As an alternative, the promotion of online safety is best organized, not around 
privacy, but around the specific harms that educators and children themselves are trying to 
prevent. The highest priority of these are sexual exploitation, peer bullying and harassment. Such 
educational safety programs are best built from the foundation of evidence-based programs 
related to parallel offline dangers.   

1. Introduction 

Privacy has become a central concept in the public policy world struggling to manage the dangers thought to accompany the rapid 
growth of the digital environment (Auxier et al., 2019; Draper, 2019). So, it is not surprising that this concept has increasingly 
percolated into the discussion about dangers to children and the ways to keep them safe, particularly from sexual exploitation, bullying 
and harassment (Information Commissioner’s Office, 2018; Lapenta & Jørgensen, 2015). Numerous articles have been published that 
focus on how to protect children’s privacy (Allaert, Melina, & Sert, 2019; Johnson, 2018). Many educational programs have also been 
developed that put a strong emphasis on privacy skills primarily at the middle and high school level (International Computer Science 
Institute, n.d.; Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, n.d.; Raynes-Goldie & Allen, 2014). (To reflect these middle and high 
school age targets, the term youth will be used.) Some of these programs refer to themselves as privacy education or teaching (Fordham 
University School of Law, 2021; International Computer Science Institute, n.d.), but others have large privacy labeled modules as part 
of programs described as digital citizenship or digital education (Berkman Klein Center, n.d.; Office of the Privacy Commissioner of 
Canada, n.d.). 

The privacy labeled programs and modules cover topics like guarding personal information, recognizing that people may not be 
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who they say they are, that being online leaves footprints, managing reputation, commercial manipulation and being aware that others 
may be observing or monitoring you. The explicit dangers flagged in these programs are identity theft, cyber-harassment, sexual 
predators, damage to reputation with employers or schools and others. Programs emphasizing privacy skills are sometimes being 
substituted for or merged with other youth safety programs and their strategies, making this issue salient for those concerned more 
generally about child protection. 

However, this focus on privacy skills to keep youth safe may be misguided. Privacy is an abstract and complicated concept whose 
consideration does not necessarily address the key safety needs of youth or provide a good conceptual basis for education or action. 
This commentary tries to outline some of the main problems that it poses. 

1.1. Complexity of privacy concept 

Privacy is not a simple idea nor is it easily embodied in a clear, agreed-upon set of guidelines, like rules about staying healthy (e.g., 
get exercise, eat fruits and vegetables). Even experts on the subject debate about what privacy is (Peter & Valkenburg, 2011; Petronio, 
2002; Solove, 2015), but most agree that it is very context specific (Livingstone, Stoilova, & Nandagiri, 2019; Nissenbaum, 2011; 
Steeves & Regan, 2014). What information is safe or appropriate to share with a friend is very different from what someone would 
share with a teacher or an Internet service. Livingstone et al. (2019) divide privacy contexts into three categories: interpersonal, 
institutional and commercial. But even within these categories, privacy is still very specific to many individual contexts. What someone 
should or should want to share with parents is different from what one might want to share with peers, two different interpersonal 
contexts. The same goes for doctors vs. teachers, two institutional contexts. Privacy needs also vary considerably from person to person 
according to their personality or experience (Christofides, Muise, & Desmarais, 2009; Selwyn & Pangrazio, 2018). Some people are 
comfortable having acquaintances know about their ailments or their love life, while others are not. In addition to personal prefer-
ences, privacy norms are in flux and being innovated (Livingstone et al., 2019), especially in the digital realm, and vary across cultures 
(Soffer & Cohen, 2014), all of which makes it very hard to discern and teach meaningful, consistent messages that relate to a mul-
tiplicity of contexts. 

1.2. Implicit harms referenced in privacy education 

Privacy is also confusing because what is generally being considered in privacy discussions is actually protection against an 
extremely varied, but often poorly specified, set of different harms to people’s safety, reputation and interests (Shin, Huh, & Faber, 
2012). These are the major harm contexts that lie behind most privacy discussions: 1) Strangers trying to sexually solicit or groom 
youth for sexual activity. 2) Receiving inappropriate sexual images. 3) Being bullied, threatened or harassed. 4) Having one’s computer 
hacked, valuable software or money stolen. 5) Being manipulated by technology companies or commercial enterprises. 6) Being spied 
upon by law enforcement, school authorities or government agencies and thus made vulnerable to sanctions or discrimination (Shade 
& Singh, 2016). 7) Having one’s reputation damaged in the eyes of family, friends, future employers or colleges (Xie & Kang, 2015). 

It is crucial to note that the privacy practice implications of these harms depend on who the dangerous actors are in these contexts – 
strangers, technology companies, or school companions (Nissenbaum, 2011; Stoilova, Livingstone, & Nandagiri, 2019). The privacy 
implications are also very dependent on the dynamics of the harm –from cookies, or image capture, or someone obtaining your 
password. This makes it very difficult to generalize about appropriate privacy. Information management skills useful in one harm 
context may have little relevance to another context. 

1.3. Lack of specificity or clear logic model 

Unfortunately, much privacy education discusses privacy in a generic way without connecting specific privacy rules or actions to 
the specific harms from particular actors. For example, some messages from the Teaching Privacy curriculum are, “There’s no ano-
nymity,” “You are always leaving footprints,” and “Someone could be listening” (Teaching Privacy, n.d.). Such messages leave learners 
unclear about what the harm actually is. But without the harm context, youth have a hard time understanding the purpose of the rule or 
its importance. They may make incorrect inferences. “Someone could be listening” could prompt youth to avoid parental surveillance, 
not an identity thief. To get someone motivated to use privacy protections and be thoughtful about their actions, they need to think 
through the dynamics of particular harms that can occur from particular online actors. 

This need to connect privacy to specific harms is also particularly important in domains where privacy norms are poorly developed 
or in flux as with digital technology and when helping learners understand why privacy rules matter. “Don’t share your password” 
doesn’t necessarily have salience until someone learns that with your password someone might steal money from your bank account 
(Kumar et al., 2017). This connection to harms is particularly vague or underappreciated in some of the less familiar contexts such as in 
relation to commercial entities (Soffer & Cohen, 2014). 

1.4. Ignorance or value difference 

Moreover, the differing degrees of privacy concern and adherence to privacy practices that people manifest are not simply about 
knowledge or ignorance. They can turn out to be differing judgments, broadly shared, about the frequency, nature and ratio of harms 
and benefits with regard to specific actors. Being tracked by a commercial entity is not seen as a privacy concern by those who are 
thinking about it primarily as a way that music companies expand their music tastes. Having conversations surveilled appears 
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differently to those concerned about the preventing terrorists vs. those who believe their own or others political opinions might draw 
unwanted attention. All this means that it is hard to craft general privacy messages relevant to many people and many contexts. 

1.5. Uncertain connections between privacy and harm 

Another problem is that for many harms the actual dynamics are not yet fully understood even by experts, especially in novel or 
evolving environments. For example, what are the most common dynamics through which youth receive inappropriate pictures? Is it 
through someone harvesting private personal information or through incautious web-surfing or through the recklessness of peers? 
Moreover, privacy concerns are sometimes prompted by extreme examples that ultimately are shown to be rare and not representative 
when studies are done. There are also disagreements about how risky various privacy-related Internet practices are. For example, are 
there risks from posting in a widely accessible place a child in a bathing suit or the name of their school? Some experts contend these 
motivate molesters or abductors. Others contend, based on research evidence, that this does not comport with how sex offenders 
typically find child victims (Wolak, Finkelhor, Mitchell, & Ybarra, 2008). So, fully understanding the harm context, including un-
certainties, is the key element when privacy is being discussed. But because of complexities and unknowns, this is generally missing in 
modules about privacy. 

Very importantly, when the harm context is accurately analyzed, it can reveal that privacy skills or privacy protections are not the 
main or most important way of managing the risks. To prevent online sexual exploitation, for example, the most important skills are to 
recognize inappropriate requests from someone else in an interaction (Finkelhor, 2020). Since much of the grooming and exploitation, 
even online, occurs at the hands of people a youth knows, not strangers, privacy rules like “don’t post personal identifying information 
or identifiable pictures” or “don’t text with strangers” may not be effective or only marginally effective in avoiding this harm. In fact, 
studies have not found that sharing information online to be associated with sexual solicitations (Wolak, Finkelhor, & Mitchell, 2008; 
Ybarra, Espelage, & Mitchell, 2007). 

Similarly preventing inappropriate image exposure may primarily require an understanding about how to navigate around web-
sites and what not to click on and why. Having blocking software may prevent some exposure for some youth, but not the majority 
(Wang, Zhao, & Shadbolt, 2019). Preventing manipulation by commercial companies on the Internet primarily involves good decision 
making and critical thinking about what products or services you do or don’t need, not managing your cookies. Keeping cookies off 
your browser or your email address out of public view may in some instances reduce some risk. But the core protective skills are much 
broader and diverse, and often are missing in generic privacy discussions. 

1.6. Developmental acquisition of privacy concepts 

We know little about the childhood acquisition of privacy concepts or other protection skills, knowledge that is crucially important 
to devising effective education. The acquisition of privacy concepts or skills is not a topic that has been extensively addressed by 
developmental research (Livingstone, 2014). So it is hard to know when the foundations for these ideas are set, and at what age they 
can be grasped (Byrne, Kardefelt-Winther, Livingstone, & Stoilova, 2016; Chaudron, Di Gioia, & Gemo, 2018; Livingstone et al., 2019; 
Steijn & Vedder, 2015). As a result, despite much messaging, we know little about how to teach about privacy effectively. 

Youth and adults may view privacy issues differently in reasonable ways from a developmental standpoint. Privacy education 
sometimes reflects concerns about moral and social values masquerading as safety issues. In every generation, adults, consciously or 
unconsciously, try to enforce their particular values about decorum, language and sexual behavior on the young. To the extent that 
youth intuit this, they may be resistant. There is also evidence that youth may not give the same priority as adults to concerns about 
keeping information from advertisers or social media platforms (Livingstone, Kirwil, Ponte, & Staksrud, 2014; Madden, Lenhart, 
Duggan, Cortesi, & Gasser, 2013). Even when made aware of adults’ perceived concerns, they do not necessarily change their privacy 
behavior (Selwyn & Pangrazio, 2018). While some educators see resistance as underlining the need for more education, it could reflect 
reasonably different values about complicated issues. Unless connected to clearly established harms about which there is agreement, 
some privacy teachings will be resisted as old fogeyism. 

1.7. Possible negative effects 

Privacy teaching may also have some inadvertent negative effects. Such education can convey misconceptions about the nature of 
online dangers and their dynamics (Steeves & Regan, 2014). We know that people in general have an exaggerated sense of threat from 
strangers compared to the higher risk from intimates or acquaintances, a persistent misperception that bedevils crime prevention and 
safety messaging in general. Many of the generic privacy messages do have such an implicit prioritization of stranger danger. Messages 
like “don’t give out personal information” tend to reinforce intuitions that the priority danger is strangers. To the extent that it misleads 
youth in regard to risk assessment, such messaging may undercut overall efforts to improve safety awareness and skills. 

Another boomerang effect can result when youth conclude that educators and other adults are exaggerating risk. When they hear 
overbroad privacy prescriptions like “don’t give out personal information” that target vague harms, are hard to implement and clash 
with other norms, youth may become insensitive or scornful of advice from that teacher or any other adult source (Wisniewski, 2018). 

Privacy oriented teaching can also create a false sense of security. It may convey the mistaken confidence that harms have been 
sufficiently parried by privacy interventions, such as strong passwords or blocking software, when in fact these interventions are not 
the most important strategies to defend against harms. 
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1.8. Conclusions 

These concerns lead to some suggestions for aligning elements of privacy teaching with real harm minimization.  

1) Privacy education and data privacy skills should not be marketed as the key strategies to keep youth safe from some of the most 
salient online harms like sexual exploitation and bullying. Rather, education should focus on these specific harms and their contexts 
and address the various ways to increase awareness and improve risk management skills. Some of what are currently taught as 
privacy skills or protections – such as setting defaults in social media – are obviously relevant to these goals, but their discussion 
should occur in the larger context of avoiding specific harms, not on their own. These skills should be referred to as risk man-
agement or harm reduction skills rather than privacy skills.  

2) Educational programs targeting Internet dangers should prioritize teaching about the dynamics of the risky situations and how to 
manage them, rather than emphasizing privacy rules. This can include information on the operation of scammers, sexual abusers, 
bullies, and manipulative advertisers. For each of these domains, the focus of education should be how to detect risk and avoid 
being targeted or victimized. Some privacy-labeled modules in educational curricula do emphasize particular risks (Berkman Klein 
Center, n.d.; Common Sense Media, n.d.). For example, some modules help students think more critically about their online 
“reputation” or how to avoid manipulation by digital marketers. But it may not be best practice to talk about these as “privacy skills, 
” since a large portion of the education pertinent to these harms is broader than privacy. Reputation is largely about how someone 
actualy behaves, not just what information they share about that behavior. Avoiding manipulation is about understanding hidden 
motives in people or companies, not just about deleting cookies or knowing how tracking works.  

3) Privacy skills and practices taught to prevent harms need to be confirmed as efficacious via research or a strong evidence-informed 
logic model. Many privacy exhortations are connected only speculatively or anecdotally with harms (Jones, Mitchell, & Walsh, 
2014; Jones, Mitchell, & Walsh, 2014). It is not clear that “don’t give out your name or address” is a general rule that is understood, 
followed or that reliably prevents any form of childhood harm. Research needs to substantiate that privacy protections make a 
difference if they are to be key elements to prevention strategies.  

4) Educational programs about Internet harms containing privacy skills would benefit from building on the foundation of programs 
designed to prevent of parallel offline harms. For example, online grooming risks should be taught as part of education about sexual 
assault, and online bullying should be combined with education about offline bullying. Online theft and hacking should be part of 
general safety education that covers property crime. The pedagogy of these programs about offline risks is much better developed 
and better evaluated and more likely to be successful (Finkelhor, 2020).  

5) Educational programs containing privacy skills need to prioritize the risks they address, given limited curricular bandwidth. The 
most emphasis should be placed on bullying and sexual exploitation. These harms have been proven to be the most serious in their 
consequences for youth (Finkelhor, Shattuck, Turner, & Hamby, 2013). There is clear consensus about many of the norms that need 
to be learned and a large research base about the dynamics of these problems and the efficacy of the educational messages (Gaffney, 
Farrington, Espelage, & Ttofi, 2018; Gaffney, Farrington, & Ttofi, 2019; Walsh, Zwi, Woolfenden, & Shlonsky, 2015). Issues like 
commercial exploitation, non-sexual personal image exposure, and reputational management may be important, but these risks are 
currently not well understood when it comes to youth and the norms are in flux. Some of the concerns in this area may also be 
generationally specific.  

6) There are likely some generic safety skills that cut across many of the risk domains, but these are not in the privacy realm. The 
generic skills shown by the research to reduce risk-taking and victimization are in the socio-emotional skills domain and include 
things like emotion management, decision-making, disengagement, help-seeking, and empathy. Research suggests that there are 
advantages when designing education for specific dangers to include some of these more generalized coping abilities (Durlak, 
Weissberg, Dymnicki, Taylor, & Schellinger, 2011). 

The point of view being advanced in this commentary may appear to be somewhat at odds with an alternative widely held intuition 
about privacy. This is the assertion that privacy needs and norms are important above and beyond concerns about safety and harm and 
can and should be taught independently because of their inherent value. This assertion may be true and does need further consid-
eration. One might argue that most people bridle at the thought of strangers walking around their homes or going their papers without 
permission, and they don’t need to imagine a specific harm to want teach children to internalize those boundaries. But many if not 
most privacy concerns arise in the concept of specifically anticipated harms like crime victimization or social ostracism. This com-
mentary is arguing that under conditions like the new digital world where privacy norms are not fully established or in flux and even 
culturally contested, it is important to tether our education and enforcement around real (not imagined) harms that we can point to and 
state clearly why they support certain privacy practices. Privacy education for its own sake may ultimately have its place, but it still 
needs a lot of work, and should not be promoted as an alternative to safety education by people whose primary goal is to protect 
children from harm. 

The arrival of new technology has spawned many new anxieties and conversations, all vying for priority in the public and 
educational marketplace. We are still sorting through the merits of various concerns. It behooves us to be critical in our thinking and 
try to rely as much as possible on empirical evidence as we strive to make progress on keeping children and youth safe. 
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